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Benefits of a distributor specializing in
Frequency Control:

c Experience in global distribution for
a
30+ years

c Authorized distributor for over 35 frequency
a
control suppliers

c Quick-turn In-house oscillator programming
a
for multiple suppliers

c Support from our experienced Sales Team
a
c Commitment to Quality: AS9100:2016 and
a
ISO9001:2015 Certified

c Flexibility to create custom value-added
a

services, customer/partner support through
inventory management, forecast planning,
consignment, just-in-time delivery and EDI

c Ability to make key decisions quickly with
a
regard to changing customer needs

c Website featuring online part search/
a
intelligent search capability

If you want a crystal and oscillator distribution
partner that has it ALL, read on!
Dove Electronic Components is the most wellknown, experienced distributor of crystals and
oscillators, serving customers worldwide since
1983. Dove supports its partners’ success by
connecting more than 35 of the world’s leading
frequency control suppliers with a broad base
of customers, providing cost-effective, valueadded services and solutions.

Dove Electronic Components thrives by building long-term
relationships with our customers and satisfying their ever-changing
needs. We recognize the importance of quality assurance to our
customers which is why Dove has been certified to ISO9001 since
1994 and additionally to AS9100 since 2014.
At Dove, we know that in this industry, standing still is moving
backwards. Our process of listening, responding, and having the
ability to react to our customer needs quickly is just a part of our
commitment to our future as well as yours. We pride ourselves on
our flexibility to provide value-added services to our customers.
These services include inventory management, forecast planning,
consignment, just in time delivery and EDI just to name a few.
As lead times in our industry are increasing, Dove’s programming
center can be a quick-turn solution. Our state of the art
programming center allows us to ship product in 1-3 business
days. We program oscillators for premier frequency control
lines - Cardinal, Citizen, ECS, Epson, Microchip and Si-Time. Our
experienced sales team can help you determine the right solution
for your needs!

In-House Oscillator Programming Facility

